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About This Game

Have you ever wanted to run your own software company? Go to IT is a business simulation game with a multitude of
parameters to manage and meaningful choices to enjoy. Build your company and bring it to the top, surviving almost 30 years of

software industry ups and downs.

Tactical Depth

 Choose your corporate strategy. In-house projects or outsource? Tight deadlines when stakes are high or playing safe
while missing on profit?

 Manage the entire project lifecycle. Implement methodologies and techniques: test-driven development, refactoring,
pair programming. Build your processes and test them against market reality.

 Loans, investments, recruitment, buying development tools, setting up an office. Challenging decisions await.

Multidimensional Management Challenges

 Additionally to hard skills, each employee has soft skills and personality. A highly qualified person, who is always late
and not really willing to learn? Or jack-of-all-trades, punctual, but lacking motivation? Choose wisely while recruiting
and assigning tasks.
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 Find new employees, promote and educate them, and don’t forget to take care of their job satisfaction.

 10+ parameters affect job satisfaction level. Who said it would be easy?

The History of the Software Industry

 The game starts in 1991 when the software market establishes. You will live through all industry milestones and pivotal
points.

 As the market develops, you get new technological opportunities. Use them for your good and profit.

 The game features cutting-edge software technologies as well. Starting in 2009, you can build blockchain projects.

 We did our best to make the timeline as realistic as possible. Have fun and learn new facts simultaneously.

All in-game music is produced by  The Flashbulb .
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Title: Go to IT
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Black Deck Crew
Publisher:
Black Deck Crew
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2 GHz dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Hardware Accelerated Graphics with dedicated memory

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: minimum resolution of 1024x768

English,Russian
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It's amazing, great puzzle platformer. It's very challenging but not impossible, it will test all your skills!
Thinking outside the box required
PLAY WITH A CONTROLLER!!!. Don't. Just.. don't.. When I saw a screenshot of this game on Steam, I remembered it from
my childhood – a weird feeling, and one that made me want to buy it for nostalgia reasons. And I’m not unhappy that I satisfied
my nostalgia.

But… I have to say, this really isn’t a good game. It’s less of a puzzle game and more of an exercise in tedium and/or frustration
for three reasons: subpar level design, insufficient screen size, and no undo option. Many levels are pointless mazes, the kind of
thing one might find in newspapers. Other levels require several minutes of pure trial & error (with a single mistake
necessitating a restart of the level). This all culminates in most levels being FAR too large: too large to be remotely fun, too
large to accommodate there being no undo option, and too large for the tiny screen size. Concerning that last point: If I could see
twice as far in any direction, many of the levels would be trivial, which makes them bad in my book.

Basically, DROD does everything this game does, but better. Admittedly, Chip’s Challenge is from 1989, and DROD from
1996. So I’ll grant that DROD likely learned stuff from this game. But that’s all the more reason not to play the fatally flawed
inspiration but rather the game which is actually good.. Click everything absently 1.000.000 times to discover the author's
curious logic of interconnections between things in our world, sometimes it can be funny. Thank God it's not set on timer, could
be recommended just for that fact as a casual distraction. Still I would not buy it for a cent.. I was enjoying this game until a
huge difficulty spike left me facing overwhelming odds with no way out, thus ending my game. Disappointing.
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Catchy music, quick 100% achievements, and quite relaxing. Recommended only to achievement hunters and 5 year olds.. I'd
never ever heard an odd sound like this game had. You will feel like aliens try to capture your mind with odd sounds. At the
same time I don't want to play and want to play more as well. So odd.. Your greatest enemies are fall damage and a difficult
terrian that makes falls more likely. The random room generation makes some enviroments difficult to climb and if you happen
to fall even a short distance you take damage. The lack of healing, the vast number of enemies with ranged attacks, and the
damage the character takes from failing a jump make the game far more difficult than it should be to be enjoyable. If you like
Dark Souls level difficulty, try this game on for size.. Good, but demons are grossly overpowered, please reduce them so late
game doesn't become a hope and prayers simulator. Not a bad game, but Poor emulation. It crashed on me three times.. ZUMA
ISNT AVALABLE ON NEW MACS ONLY ON OLD MACS. Though the path may be long, it is the shortest. Though it may
not be easy, it is the most simple.

Not Sure if I would recommend this game.
Too Long with not alot of variety.
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